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Pump “to” and “from” a Grease Trap 

 

Sydney Water clearly states that greasy wastewater generated by kitchen activities should drain 
wherever possible by gravity to a grease arrestor and then by gravity to their sewer main via house 
sanitary drainage incorporating a boundary trap to their sewer infrastructure. 

Don’t install a pumped system just for convenience. 

So, what do we do if a gravity connection to or from a grease arrestor installed on a project to 
accept and treat greasy wastewater?  

Pump “to a grease trap” – subject to authority approval 

When all attempts to design a gravity system of greasy wastewater drainage have been exhausted, 
we are allowed to install a package pump system to accept gravity greasy wastewater and pump via 
a pump rising main to the project grease trap. 

The package pump system must not be located within the kitchen or in any location where food is 
stored and or prepared and must be in a location that is accessible for service and maintenance. 

When pumping to a grease trap the package pump station should not function 
as a pseudo grease trap, so we are looking to size the pump station with 
minimal storage with the pump or pumps installed to transfer the greasy 
wastewater with minimal delay to the grease trap. 

Halgan package pump stations models “H130 & H300” with single or dual 
vortex pumps to suit project specific pump duties provide the perfect 
solution for pumping to a grease trap. Pump Stations can be installed above 
or below ground with covers to suit 

 

The pump discharge pipework must connect into the grease trap above the inlet via a minimum of 
one (1) meter of horizontal drainage, under no circumstance is a pump discharge to connect directly 
to a grease trap. 



Pump control panels can incorporate “high level alarm contacts” to control solenoid valves installed 
on water supply pipework to kitchens if required by the design consultant. 

Pump “from grease trap to sanitary drainage” – subject to authority approval 

When it is not possible to connect the outlet from a grease trap via gravity to sanitary drainage then 
a pumped system should be installed.  

So, what operational capacity should the pump station be? 

Pump Station – servicing Grease Trap only  

A general rule of thumb is to size the pump station a 1/3 the capacity of the grease trap served. 

eg: 3000L grease trap equal 1000L operational capacity. 

The package pump station can be single or dual vortex pumps dependent upon project 
specific requirements. Pump duties should be calculated to meet peak inlet flow rates to 
the grease trap.  

We should look at limiting pump starts to 4 to max. 10 per hour to minimise pump wear 
and power consumption.  

Halgan package pump stations models “H300, HPS1050, HPS2000 & HPS3000” with 
single or dual vortex pumps to suit project specific pump duties provide the perfect 
solution for pumping from a grease trap to gravity sanitary drainage. Pump Stations 
can be installed above or below ground with covers to suit 

 

Pump control panels can incorporate “high level alarm contacts” to control solenoid valves installed 
on water supply pipework to kitchen and or ablution areas if required by the design consultant 

Pump Station – servicing Grease Trap and Sanitary Soil & Waster Fixtures  

If the package pump station installed to accept the wastewater from the grease trap also accepts soil 
and waste drainage from sanitary fixtures, then grinder pumps should be installed with the 
operational capacity of the pump station sized to suit both the grease waste trap discharge and the 
load from sanitary fixtures. 

  


